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Cold sore
balm tested
By Cynthia Pickerrell
Daily Staff Winter

LEFT: Human performance junior 7b772 Devine
practices the "waving hands like clouds" movement of the ’Wu" form of Tai Chi Tuesday morning next to the Spartan Complex. Devine, who has
been studying Tai Chi for seven years, practices
every morning.
ABOVE: Devine molds his left hand into the
shape of a chicken’s beak. The Santa Cruz resident teaches Tai Chi and practices Aikido and
Karate. Tai Chi is a form of exercise that can also
be used as a form of self defense. SJSU offers
classes in Tai Chi which can be found in the
human performance department.

Photos by John Lee

SJSU students can be part of a
study evaluating the effectiveness
of a new cold sore medication.
Since mid-January, the Student Health Center has been
one of 35 institutions throughout the nation involved in a
research project initiated by Burroughs Wellcome, a pharmaceutical company.
The compound, 348U, effectively suppresses herpes labialis
when applied to laboratory animals injected with the virus. Herpes labialis (or herpes simplex
virus 1) is the virus that causes
cold sores.
In a random process, individuals are given one of four
creams. Each cream contains a
percentage of 348U ranging
from complete absence of the
drug to full concentration.
"There’s a reasonable chance
that if you happen to get one of
the creams (containing) this new
ingredient, it may shorten the
course or possibly prevent a person from getting a cold sore,"
Robert Latta said. Lana is the
associate director of Student
Health Services.
Zovirax, the name of a commonly used cold sore medication
made by the same pharmaceutical company, will be used in
combination with 348U. The
composition of the four creams
is as follows: 348U alone, 348U
combined with Zovirax, Zovirax
alone and a placebo.
"We have some reasonable

preliminary evidence that suggests that the two (Zovirax and
348U) may be synergetic," Burroughs Wellcome representative
Paul Nunnally said. "Together
they work better than either
drug works by itself."
Proving the effectiveness of
the combined medications is the
primary goal of the research project. Both medications are antiviralsimilar to the way antibiotics kill bacteria by halting virus
replication.
Using a placebo - the cream
without medication - provides
researchers a base with which to
compare the drug’s effectiveness. According to Nunnally, the
placebo is necessary because no
other cold sore medication has
proven to work, including Zovirax. Applying cream without
348U and Zovirax to cold sores
should be the same as allowing
the inflammation to run its natural course.
Cold sores are blisters that
usually surface near the lips of
individuals infected with the herpes virus.
The virus, normally dormant,
is found in nerve cells. When
activated by sun exposure, illness
or other stimuli, it replicates and
moves to skin cells, where it
forms a sore.
Individuals participating in
the study are required to report
cold sore obervations on a diary
card. A brochure is provided to
help the participants idetitify the
See COLD SORE. page 3

S SU reacts to Clinton health olan Soured on milk

By Heather II,INes
Spartan Daily Stall WrIter
When President Clinton
addressed the health care issue,
the nation seemed relieved. But
as the plan goes through
changes, many are left wondering how it will affect them and if
things really will be better when
the health care plan finally takes
shape.
One major concern is
whether American colleges’
health services will be affected.
Cynthia Llanes, associate director of finance and operations at
Student Health Services, is concerned that Clinton’s plan fails
to specifically address the issue of
college health providers.
College health, however,
seems to have been addressed in

part. According to the American
College Health Association
(ACHA), a health professionals’
organization, every student on
campus will he covered by an
insurance plan of some sort
under Clinton’s plan.
Dr. Robert Latta, interim
director of Student Health Services, feels that the plan has its
good and bad points.
"Universal coverage is the
most important part of the
plan," he said. "We are the only
developed country that doesn’t
have it.
Latta feels that, although universal coverage is important,
Clinton’s plan tries to satisfy too
many people.
This in turn may raise costs
and not solve the problems the

Clinton administration intends
to solve.
"(The Clinton administration) are unduly optimistic about
costs and taxes," Latta said.
Latta feels the plan will have
no significant impact on the
budget, because the money will
not be taken from general funds,
but from the mandatory health
fee.
The ACHA said that under
the national health plan, students will be covered for primary
preventive health care.
Latta said the health care at
Student Health Services will not
be affected and the center will
continue to provide high-quality
care for students.
’The staff here is committed,
caring and anxious to provide

care to students,’ he said.
Administration of justice
major Kris Smetzer agrees that
the service provided by the
health center is good.
’They’re very prompt, they
don’t rush you and answer any
questions you have," she said.
Smetzer feels that when the
health-care plan does go
through, services from the
health center will be affected
minimally.
Marketing major Lisa Gourley
disagrees with Clinton’s plan.
She feels that health care at SJSU
won’t be affected much, but is
concerned about health care in
the public sector.
"Who pays for it? It seems like
we’ll be paying more or the same
for less service," she said.

Olympic letdown
By Cara Broglia
Spartan I)aih Stall Writer
Around the SJSU campus, students are talking about the latest
media event, the Winter
Olympics. Whether they watch
the coverage or not, almost
everyone has an opinion.
"The Olympic coverage has
turned into a soap opera," junior
Leslie Magsalay said. "There is
too much Tonya Harding versus
Nancy Kerrigan. What about
Tommy Moe, the first Olympic
gold medalist on the first day of
the games? All the Olympic athletes deserve the limelight."
Other students agree. Junior
Joan Lang, majoring in elementary education, believes the U.S.
team is being misrepresented.
"All the focus is on the Harding/Kerrigan story," Lang said.
-The other athletes going to the
Olympics have been overlooked."
Some classroom discussions
have focused on the Olympic
controversy involving the ice
skating event.

"In one of my classes, we had
a conversation about whether on
not Tonya should skate," said
Lokelani Legoncion, a sophomore aerospace engineering
major. "I believe she should
skate. There is no concrete evidence against her."
Lang had similar ideas. "She’s
innocent until proven guilty. She
should be allowed to skate but if
found guilty, the Olympic Committee has the right to take her
medals away," Lang said.
A majority of the students
interviewed at SJSU agreed that
Tonya Harding had the right to
skate. Most felt that the media
helped to provoke sensationalism around the ice skating event.
"I will definitely watch the ice
skating event," Legoncion said.
’The media has made such a big
deal about Harding and Kerrigan, I am interested on seeing
how they perform."
Sandeep Shenoi, a visiting
civil engineering graduate 5tHSee OLYMPICS. page 4

By Deana Smith
Spanan WA. Staff Writer
Milk, it does a body good.
Unfortunately this statement
may no longer be
true after a genetically engineered
hormone went on
sale last week to
increase cows’ milk
production by 25
percent.
Bovine Growth
Hormone (BCH.).
which is injected into dairy
cows, can result in udder infections, severe reproductive problems, digestive disorders and
persistent sores and lacerations.

"This puts cows under stress
and is an unnatural process for
them to go through," Ginger
Langston, volunteer for the
Pure Food Campaign, said.
Pure Food Campaign is an organization
conducting
milk-dumping
protests throughout
lie nation to inform
onsumers of BGH.
Fhe organization
will be pi, ’Testing at local supermarkets in the Bay Area this
weekend, including the Safeway
on Homestead Road in Santa
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See PROTEST. page 3

Panel gives job advice
Bv Deana Smith
Spartan Daih Stall Write,

TIM KM) srssTsN 11411 Y
The Job Opportunities 2000 fair held in the Engineering
auditorium Wednesday was attended by 40 to 50 students who learned about Silicon Valley job prospect.

Job Opportunities 2000, sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi. featured a
panel of Silicon Valley experts giving
students ads ice on what employers
arc looking for in their employees.
"I was interested in what
the employers are looking
for to see if I am that person. If it coincides with my
interest and abilities then I
may tailor my course of
study accordingly," said
Mark Felton. who is working on his master’s degree
in aerospace engineering.
Some of the mime panelists who attended the event included Bill Flanagan, vice president for
operations at Amdahl; Amelya
Stevenson, the human resources
director for the Fairmont Hotel;
Greg Jamison, chief operating officer for San Jose Sharks; and John
McSorley, employment manager
from Apple Computer, Inc.

I lie panel gave advice about stei al different aspects such as internships. special skills. GPAs and
advanced degrees.
"I recommend that students
should focus on writing and communicating because it is important
in any field." said Jim
Mitchell. business editor
from the Mercury News.
"I also recommend that
students have geographic
Almost all the panelists
suggested that work
experience should be
obtained before getting
an advanced degree.
They also suggested creating a
network
early
on
through
internships and summer jobs and
suggested that previous work experience is more important than a high
GPA.
Over 75 students attended Job
Opportunities 2000 and seemed
See JOBS. page 3
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Nordic overexposure
illehammer-After the
first week of competition, the International
Olympic
Conamitee
has
declared the current games the
most controversial in many
years.
Said one official, "American
athletes have taken nearly every
gold medal, mostly by force."
In the first of several dubious
incidents involving American
athletes, the brightly clad bobsledding team bullied their way
into the final round of competition. The team was overheard
swearing racial slurs at other
sledders and brandishing handguns.
Later, the team was given low
marks for "tagging" (spray painting) gang colors on the ice
ramps.
In an unprecedented move,
the women’s figure skating gold,
silver and bronze medals were
all taken by American skater
Tonya Harding after she performed a stunning four minute
exhibition.
While her show included no
jumps, doubles or triplets, she
held the judges’ attention and
other skaters at bay with a
retractable metal baton. She left
the ice with the medals, crashed
through a glass door and
jumped into a getaway car.
In other competitions, American individual and team efforts
varied.
The men’s downhill skiing
team shaved their heads in
protest after doing poorly. The
team captain accused other
skiers of intentionally practicing
for the event. Several members
were treated for frostbite after
their ears fell off.
The two man luge team,
sponsored by Luden Cough
Lozenges and Vick’s Vapor Rub,

KITE PRESTON REGISTER
Everything in Moderation
made a successful bid for the
gold but had their medals
stripped after judges found out
drugs were involved.
The once proud American
ice hockey team spent the entire
week of competition in the
penalty box. "We were just given
one reeeeally long time out,"
team captain Biff "Riff" Henderson said.
Professional swimmer Chip
Fin, in an attention grabbing
effort, showed up for the wrong
olympics. Fin was discovered
frozen in the pond used in the
speed skating events. He is still
expected to compete in the
1996 Summer Olympics, provided he thaws out in time.
President Clinton has praised
the efforts of all of the American
athletes. He however emphasized any further incidents by
Tonya Harding could result in
her not being eligible for parole
with his "three strikes out" crime
policy.
In other olympic news, the
IOC, recently under fire for promotinf sports that are "out of
touch with the common man,
has drawn up a list several new
proposed winter sports to add to
the agenda.
Here are a few events that will
appear in future competitions.
The 10-meter driveway shovel.
Participants will be required to
clear a swath wide enough for a
1977 Cadillac Sedan de Ville to

back down the driveway into the
path of an oncoming snowplow.
The 5 person Flu Relay. This
non-gender specific sport will be
a popular one in the era of
political correctness. Members
of the teams will be required to
pass a simple virus to each person in an office-like atmosphere. Points will be based on
loudness of sneezing, speed
nose-wiping and bodily aches.
Style points are also given for
slovenliness of dress.
The two-man inner-tube
races. This sport combines the
best of downhill skiing, the luge,
bumper cars and alcoholic beverage consumption. It involves
having one intoxicated man
(the pusher) pushing another
man (the sitter) real hard down
a hill until the first man falls on
his face and the second goes
careening backwards into a tree.
The individual fumble-withhouse-keys-in-the-cold. A timed
sport where athletes from violence prone countries are
favored.
In an effort to bring more
elderly participants into the
games, an ice-walking competition is planned. The aged athletes will be required carry full
bags of groceries across an icy
parking lot. The danger of
falling and breaking a hip adds
the element of chance to the
sport.
The IOC is also expected to
look at an ice-cream eating contest, a snow angel making event
and a sport based on the popular children’s "Where’s Waldo"
book series, all as exhibition
sports for future games.

about the ClinRteading
on Administration tak’ng tough measures
against Japan as a result of failed
peace talks made me feel good,
but then I caught myself.
My initial nationalistic "Stick
up for our country, Mr. President!" endorphin rush gave way
to the inevitable: my thought
process took over. You know, the
one that might cause one to
weigh consequences before
approving or disapproving of an
action?
The Japanese government
promised to open up its country’s markets to more American
products back in the ’803.
A good example is Japan’s
1989 agreement with the Bush
Administration to give Motorola
Inc. 33 to 50 percent of Tokyo’s
cellular phone market. After five
years, Motorola Inc. says the
Japanese government has
ignored the promise it made,
maintaining Motorola’s market
share at under 5 percent.
When Clinton said trade sanctions against Japan are an
option, Japan’s chief govern-

ments the Japanese government
hasn’t made good on.
Last year’s trade deficit
between Japan and America is
$60 billion, and America is on
the losing end.
So far I’m of the opinion that
the Japanese government isn’t
being very fair.
But what would trade sancWriter’s Forum
tions against Japan mean? Higher prices on Japanese products,
ment representative Masayoshi which we Americans consume a
Takemura said his government, lot of, severe hardship for
"... hope(s) the Americans will Japan’s already ailing economy,
take
a
common
sense and other far teaching economic woes that would be felt the
approach."
I’m at a loss. What does he world over.
mean? His government flinches
Basically, the world’s current
on a promise, doesn’t seem to lousy economy would get even
want to make reparations and worse.
the US is suppose to "take a
The governments of Japan
common sense approach," as if and America know all this, and I
it were a neurotic housewife say all this hard-line talk going
inappropriately nagging her hus- on right now of sanctions and
band.
failed trade talks is bluffing on
It sounds to me Mr. Takemu- both their parts.They need each
ra is dismissing the Clinton other and they know it.
Administration’s voicing its
grievance against his country’s
Jai* Bunting is a Daily staff
unfair trade practices. The
writer
Motorola Inc. deal is apparently
only one of many trade agree-

JACK BUNTING

to the Kentucky Derby, the WestminNext
ster Dog Show is the oldest continuously
held sporting event in the United States.
Off cially, wife-beating and zit-busting are not considered sports, so they are omitted. In my opinion
they are just as unacceptable and disgusting as this
perennial travesty.
There’s something terribly wrong with a society
that holds pageants for dogs. Worse yet, the judges
at these pageants are allowed to fondle the contestants’ genitals in front of God and country and no
one objects.
If you or I were caught stroking the reproductive
organs on the neighbor’s golden retriever, we’d do
at least six years of hard time at Pelican Bay. Ponder
the ramifications of a celebrity judge like Bob Barker putting his hand up Miss Tennessee’s evening
gown.

’If you or I were caught stroking
the reproductive organs on the
neighbors’ golden retriever,
we’d do at least six years of
hard time at Pelican Bay.’
To raise dogs for the purpose of entering them
into these disgraceful competitions has to be a sign
of mental illness. To even conceive of the idea is
twisted.
"Hey honey, I’ve got this idea. We’ll raise and
breed Norwegian elkhounds in the backyard. To
hell with the redwood deck. Dog food isn’t that
expensive. Besides the kids are young enough that
they won’t even know the difference. Trust me,
they’ll eat it. We’ll just throw the dogs and the kids
in the back of the El Camino and travel to places
like Winnemucca and Mojave in pursuit of our
dream."
Invariably, the handlers who parade these poor
dogs up and down arena floors are often very large
women who come dangerously close to tripping
and squishing their prized pedigrees. Pity the bassett hound with his genitals flapping back and forth
like windshield wipers in a torrential downpour.
The madness of it all.
The solemn, focused expressions on these owners’ faces show new depths of insanity that no psychiatrist could ever explain. This whole gig is just a
facade for what’s really going on here.
Beyond the polite titles, dog shows are simply
legal advertisements for prostitution. The owners
display their pets to potential "Johns" on national

You won’t see show dogs locking jaws in defense
of their master’s home in these contests. There are
no time trials. The audience doesn’t know whether
the dogs can fetch or not. Practical characteristics
of dogs, like hunting scent and personality, aren’t
considered by the judges.
And the judges: who are these people?
They look these dogs over with such intensity
that you’d think world peace hinges on their decision. They order the handlers around like drill
sergeants in basic training. Some judges really
believe they know what the dog is thinking throughKyle Preston Register is Daily out this ordeal.
I know what I’d be thinking. I’d just want to get
columnist. His column appears
every Thursdayt the humiliation over with and get back to the hotel
kennel and throw my leg over that gorgeous
Afghan hound from San Diego.

Japanese, American economies need each other

Michael Mayo, Michael Rodriguez

Attars
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Dog shows bring out
the worst in people

Gender equality a
must in the 1990s
Equality for men and women is finally
here in the ’90s. The Gender Equity in
Education Act provides the first step in
demanding equality for both genders.
The act was passed by a House subcommittee
last week which requires an end to sexual harassment in education. It also asks all teachers to
treat boys and girls equally.
By teaching equality in school, children learn
both men and women have equal abilities.
There has been a long-standing belief that
men and women have differences in their abilities.
Although this has changed, there is still not
equality in the work force. Children need to be
taught that occupations are not restricted by gender. Unfortunately women are not considered
equal to men. Women need four years of college
to match the salary of men who only have high
school diplomas.
The Gender Equity in Education Act tackles
this problem by going to its root. It allows schools
to use federal money for instruction to eliminate
the sexist assumptions on men’s and women’s
ability
It is the only way for men and women to
receive the same rights and benefits in society.
The act also supports textbooks that will eliminate the sexist views. It asks schools to tell teachers, staff and parents of the impact of being
raised believing men and women have different
abilities.
Girls achieve lower scores on national achievement tests. This then results in women receiving
many fewer National Merit scholarships than
men. If women were geared toward all areas of
study as men are, they would have the same
opportunities.
Studies show that teachers work with girls and
women to guide them toward studying literature
and language. They tend to steer them away
from math and science.
If they are taught that they do not belong in
areas such as math and science, this is supporting
the inequality between men and women.
The only way to ensure equality is to start
teaching children at a very early age that men
and women are equal. They need to learn that
they have the same opportunities in society and
the work force.
The only way is for teachers and parents to fulfill their obligations to children and provide
them equally with the ability to conquer the
future.

IAN JOSe ST ill UNIIIMOSTV

Larry Barren is a Daily staff writer

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DARN provides a daily Forum to pro
mote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the
page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and
others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARTAN
DARN newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to the
information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DARN, School ofJournalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192. Fax articles to
(408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5
inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTAN
DAR.Y and will be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and
length.
Categories available to non-DAttx staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint 300 to 500 word essays on current campus, political or personal issues, Submissions
should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words responding
to a certain issue or point of view. If they are longer,
they may edited for length.
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Cold sore

The San Jose State calendar

Tocyla
AKBAYAN CLUB: Cultural/Modem Practice, 6:30-9p.m.,
Umunhum Room, SU. Call
Melanie, Rich or Teddy 5341140 or 275-8373
A.S. COUNCIL BOARD: Assemblywoman Gwen Moore, Candidate for Secretary of State for
California: Speech, questions
and answers, 2p.m., Umunhum
Room, SU. Call George 9246263

Concert Choir & Choraliers,
free, 12:30-1:15p.m., Music
Building Concert Hall 176. Call
Joan 924-4631
METEOROLOGY
SEMINAR
SERIES: "Characterizing the
Structure of Tropical Waves
Using Regression Analysis"
Dana Schroeder, noon, Duncan
Hall 615. Call 924-5200
MODEL UNITED NATIONS CLUB:
First organizational meeting,
February 24, 3p.m., Guadalupe
Room SU. Call David 356-2331

CAM:PUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:
Nightlife, 8p.m., Almaden
Room, SU. Call Ken 224-5669

PRE-MED CLUB: "How To Get
Into Medical School," 1:30p.m.,
Duncan Hall 345.

CENTER FOR LITERARY ARTS:
Ethel Pitts Walker-University
Author Series, 7:30p.m., Washington Square Hall 109. Call
924-1378

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISTS: Weekly meeting,
officer swearing in, events, committee reports, noon, Reading
Room DBH 117. Call Jason
924-3280

DELTA LAMDA PHI (SJSU’S
GAY FRATERNITY): Spring
Rush; Party, 10p.m.-2a.m
Hamburger Marys. Call Christion 924-8288
GALA (GAY, LESBIAN, BLSFX11AL ASSOCIATION): Fun and
games, 4:30-6p.m., Guadalupe
Room, SU. Call 236-2002
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Meeting and guest speaker, 5:30p.m., Costanoan Room,
SU. Call Lourdes 265-34455
IOPP/TAPP1 STUDENT CHAPTER: Packaging Club meeting,
3:30p.m., IS 114. Call Craig
415/591-4026
THE LISTENING HOUR: SJSU

Friday
AFRICAN AWARENESS MONTH
COMMITTEE & SJSU THEATRE
ARTs: Lecture/Workshop with
actress Charmaine Crowell, I 3p.m., SJSU Studio Theatre
HGH 103. Call Buddy 924-4664
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Resume Critique, noon,
Costanoan Room SU. Call
Career Resource Center 9246033
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
Guest speaker-Rev. Simon Lau,
2:30p.m., Guadalupe Room SU.
Call Wingfield 252-6876
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From page 1
various cold sore stages.
Students
interested
in
becoming a part of the study can
sign up for screening at the Student Health Center. Participants
must be 18 or older and have
experienced at least four recurrences of the virus in the last 12
months. Confidentiality is guar-

Jobs
anteed.
The testing period will last
one year or until 640 subjects
participate.
"One of the things to keep in
mind is that this is experimental," Nunnally said. "We do not
know at this stage of the game
whether the combination product will actually work."

Protest
From page i
Clara.
According to a Time magazine article, Monsanto, a biotech
company that manufactures the
hormone, insists that milk from
BGH-treated cows is indistinguishable from ordinary milk.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the National Institutes of Health and the
American Medical Association
agree.
Studies on the effects, both
long and short-term, on humans
have not been conducted. The
FDA reports that increased use
of BGH may result in increased
amount of pus and bacteria in
milk. Also, if cows are treated
with antibiotics to cure the dis-

From page I
receptive to the panelists :skit C.
"I think the event was very
benefit ial bet ause it gave me a

eases from the BGH injection.
consumers may find these
antibiotics in their dairy products.
"I personally don’t want the
hormone in my milk because I
don’t know the long-term
effects," Mike Kuizon, biochemistry major, said.
Organizations that protest the
use of BGH are requesting that
the dairy produces be labele, I
consumers will be war 11,11
before they buy the produo
Currently the FDA does not
require labeling.
I wouldn’t buy the product if
a BGH label was on it, but I will
always drink milk, label or iii
environmental studies ilkirf
Randy Hagerman said.
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10% DISCOUNT
ON ANY SCREENPRINT ORDER
1 COUPON PER ORDER -NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT

SUNSHINE GRAPHICS
656 AUZERAIS AVE - SAN JOSE (408) 977-1022
43255 MISSION BLVD - FREMONT ( 510) 651-1907

QUALITY AUTOMOTIVE
MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS
AAA approved auto repair.
Vehicle safety inspections.
State brake, lamp & smog
inspections.
6 month or 6000 mile guarantee.

RICHARDSONS AUTOMOTIVE
247 E. ST. JOHN (CORNER OF 6T")
(408) 294-3535
PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
RUA LARDSONS AUTOMOTI

E

(408) 294-3535

........
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STREETLIGHT

DS
ECOR
R
3979 24TH ST.
2350 MARKET ST.
980 SO BASCOM
S.F. CA 94114
S.F. CA 94114
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(415) 282-3550
(415) 282-8000
(408) 292-1404

Imagine Getting
Quaky PC Service
At Student Prices.

perspective from the people
who have been out there. Their
knowledge is very heleful," Ken
VanKeinortel, international business major, said.

CUSTOM PRINTED FOR YOUR CLUB, TEAM OR SPECIAL EVENT

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.

4

$10 OFF
Any automotive
maintenance or repairs.
(Limit I per customer)

exp. 3/31/94

STEVEN SEAGAL

Get 25h off labor or a free box of
diskettes on your first visit
Bring in this ad for a special offer
on top-notch Mac or PC service
fn-xn your local SERV1C,enter.
On your first visit, get 25%
off laboror a free box of
disketteson anything
from repairs to a
system wellcheck to
a memory upgrade.
It’s aH backed by
Digital, with fast
turnaround for all
kinds and brands of
PC products, printers,
and related peripherals. So bring in
your equipment to us for a repair, a
wellcheck, or even just a question.
What could be smarter than great
service at great prices?

(iervicenter)’
632E. Cartiteen Drive, Staff., K0747-3781
San Jose State &ebbe Idroptill)

His battle to save the Alaskan wilderness and protect its people, can only be won...
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Steele--ing the show
In just herfirst season ofDivision I basketball,
freshman guard Kari Steele is courting greatness
By Marc J. Spears
SparlAll Dalh’

Staff Writer

Freshman (fresh’ men) n., pr. I a
beginner; a novice 2 a student in the
year of college or the ninth grade
in high school.
When comparing this Webster’s New
World Dictionary definition to first year
women’s basketball player Kari Steele, it
is obvious that the latter is true, but the
first explanation is completely wrong
when it comes to hoops and the IR ,oks.
The Lake Oswego, Ore. native has
been a big surprise in her first \ CAI with
a success that many hope to achieve as
seniors.
Steele ranks first in Big West Conference play in 3-point percentage (42.5),
and already ranks sixth in career leaders
all in a single season percentage at
SJSU.
She has started every game, is first on
the team in assists (79), steals (41) and
minutes played (607) and second on
the team in scoring (11.9 pg).

first

Not just a freshman
Those numbers are good enough to
rank Steele in the top 10 in four Big
West categories: she’s second in 3-point
field goals per game. third in 3-point
field goal percentage, sixth in assists and
seventh in steals.
And out of a Big West freshman class
of 30 players, Steele is the only one to
be ranked as a conference leader in
four categories.
Only two other freshman have the
numbers to receive a ranking. UC Santa
Barbara’s is fifth in blocks and Hawaii’s

land Trailblazers. He is currently the
head coach for the men’s basketball
team at the University of Portland.
"She’s been around the game since
she was been born and there is a great
deal of osmosis when you’re around the
game so much," Larry Steele said. "It is
a factor; she does well in areas that I did
well in. My strengths were in the defensive end which she also does well in. But
she’s a much better scorer than I was."
Smith agrees that being very closely
associated with the game can influence
a player’s life.
Kari Steele
Just being around the game all your
SJS1.1freakmaa [’lard
life can help you become a great player," Smith said. "Larry was a player and
a coach and when you’re a coach’s kid,
Nani Crockett is eighth in field goal per- you learn the ins and outs of the game.
It also helps you become very coachcentage.
"If she doesn’t get BiF West Fresh- able."
As a shooting guard for the Spartans,
man of the Year, I couldn t tell you who
else should get it," women’s basketball Steele has averaged 11.7 points and 3.8
rebounds a game. As a senior in high
coach Karen Smith said.
But perhaps the most impressive stat school, she did not have numbers that
is that Steele has already been named a big even though she made third team
Scholar-Athlete for having a grade-point all-state.
"My high school coach is impressed
average over 3.0.
"I don’t think it’s as hard as it’s going with my performance. I put pressure on
to get. But it wems much easier than myself in high school and in college I
am more relaxed," Steele said.
high school," Steele said.
At Lake Oswego High School, Steele
averaged 8.6 points and 2.3 points on a
Fatherly influence
Although she has put up impressive high school team that was ranked in the
numbers as a freshman, the game of Top 20 by USA Today. Being on such a
basketball is very important to her fain- great team probably kept Steele from
ily and that has probably given her showing the numbers that she is obviously capable of.
somewhat of an edge.
"Kari s high school team was a very
Her father, Larry Steele, was a men ber of the 1977 NBA champion Por - good team as well. There were not as
many points to be made," Coach Steele
said. "She had one teammate at Washington and another at Cal. The first
seven players on her team were all
excelle

’I don’t have any goals
for myself. I want our
team to finish in the top
four this year and I want
us to do better each
year. If anything, I want
to become more of a
leader.’

Improving her game

U.N. ORTIZSPARTAN DAILY

Freshman guard Kari Steele has scored 375 points in 20 games. She’s averaging 11.9
points per game and leads the Spartan women’s team in 3-pointers.

With success sometimes comes arrogance, but Steele does not show an
ounce of that When speaking of future
goals, she never once talked about
points or awards; she only spoke of team
success.
"She never thinks she’s too good,"
Smith said. "After games she looks at
her stats to see what she has done wrong
so she can analyze and make corrections."
Steele has led the team in rebounding three times and also had a careerhigh 10 rebounds recently against U.C.
Irvine.
"I guess I was lucky with a lot of long
rebounds," Steele said.
As Karl’s backcourt mate, senior
point guard Chrissy Chang feels that the
freshman has taught her some things.
"She’s been able to step up, show
good leadership and plays 110 percent
everyday," Chang said. "She always
reminds me to work hard and we work
well together. We’re able to communi-

ILRI
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SJSU guard Kari Steele looks for an open passing lane against the UC Irvine Anteaters
on Feb. 3. She scored 19 points, grabbed 10 rebounds and had eight assists.
cate offensively, defensively and run the
show."

A little on the shy side
Along with her modesty Steele is very
quiet in public. But in a situation where
she feels relaxed, she’s the complete
opposite.
"Kari can be quiet if she doesn’t feel
comfortable. But she is funny and outgoing to people she knows. She is fun to
be with and she is always joking," Chang
said.
"She is very quiet, but she has a great
sense of humor. She is also extremely
responsible, and really the model athlete," Smith said.
With 375 points after 20 games and

many more to come, the 1,000-point
barrier that senior Hulett Brooks
recently passed is likely to be eclipsed by
the end of Steele’s career.
With that, other accolades will probably come the young student’s way, even
though she’d rather have them for the
team.
"I don’t have any goals for myself. I
want our team to finish in the top four
this year and I want us to do better each
year," Steele said. "If anything, I want to
become more of a leader. My weakest
point is rebounding and blocking out."
That’s just another example of
Steele’s modestyshe had 10 rebounds
against UC Irvine.

Olympics: No more Harding
From page I

BANNER BLUE SOFTWARE HAS
JOBS NOW!!!
graduates
Banner Blue is seeking recent or prospective
for positions
In the following areas:
*TECHNICAL SUPPORT
PRODUCT MARKETING
MIS
SALES
Come to see what we have to offer at the SJSU Summer and Co-op Job Fair on March 2, 1994.
Banner Blue at a Glance
Banner Blue Software di..-velops and markets unique software products for IBM and Macintosh personal computers. We aim to be the leader in every market category we
enter. The company was founded in 1984 by Kenneth I..
Hess, Today Banner Blue has a diversified product line
and an installed base of over 750.000 users. Most recently.
Microsoft Corporation teamed up with Banner Blue to
develop a new product Microsoft Organization Chart.
Rased on Org Plus, Banner Blue’s #1 selling organization
chart program. Microsoft Organization Chart will he
included as a standard feature of Power Point 4.0 and
Mich ’soh )fti,

Beginning Your Career
With about 50 employees. ur size promotes a unitied.
team -like approach to business. It also makes Banner Blue
an outstanding learning environment for younger
cinployees. Department boundaries are flexible. providing
numerous i plxwtunities fir growth, advancement, and a
fantastic business perspective - an experience that is
impossible at many larger coqx rations. At Banner Blue.
you will experience all the advantages of a small ct im pany, with few of the risks. We have been profitable every
year of our existence. We hire skilled, motivated people,
and we beep that talent by training and promoting from
within.
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dent from India, said he has little
interest in watching the Winter
Olympics.
"In my country, we don’t have
any ice and we don’t have anything to do with the winter

sports," Shenoi said. "I will probably watch some figure skating
and possibly skiing.
David Wood, a senior in business management, does not feel
the media coverage of the Winter Olympics is entertaining

enoup.

"It s boring. I probably won’t
watch that much because I’m
not into winter sports," Wood
said. "Winter Olympics are such
a yawn, ice skating seems more
like a dance than a sport."

Benefits and Rewards
An aggressive cash prof it -sharing plan that is one of the
best in the industry.
Excellent medical and dental benefits.
A unique home computer purchase allowance.
Pension titan and competitive salaries.

The Positions
PRODUCT MARKETING - you will be responsible for collecting marketing toAlback. defining product features, conducting competitive analysis, and setting marketing direction
for one ot our new products.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT - you will provide phone support
for IBM PC software programs, test new software and work
on ni..Nv product development teams.
SALES - you will contact individuals, provide pre-sales
information, and contribute to the goals of the sales department.
hus you will maintain In-house PCs and peripherals, which
includes preventive maintance. hardwareJsoftware installations. performance tuning, troubleshooting and training.

How to Apply
Banner Blue is seeking sell -motivated individuals with a love
for technology. The ideal candidate will have an excellent
academic record and 0-2 years experience.
Send resume and cover letter to:
Banner Blue Software
Attn. Recruiting Coordinator
39500 Stevenson Pl. #204
Fremont. CA 94539
Fax: (510)794-9152

Banner Blue also has internship positions available in Marketing & Engineering

EXERCISE
YOUR
HER..
iead ETCETERA
and expand
gour mind
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Sumatran quake leaves
several hundred injured
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP)
- Residents were buried
U
in their sleep and homes,
mosques
and
roads
were
destroyed by a powerful earthquake that hit the island of
Sumatra just after midnight
Wednesday.
At least 134 people were killed,
but the toll likely would rise
because of difficulties in evacuating badly hurt victims, officials
said.
About 550 people were seriously
injured, government spokesman
Hotman Apik said.
"Most of the victims were sound
asleep," Apik said. "Some of the
victims died without knowing
what hit them."
The earthquake had an initial
Richter reading of 6.5, according to officials in Jakarta. The
U.S. Geological Survey in Washington put the strength at 7.2.
The
hardest-hit
area
was
believed to be the province of
Lampung, on southeastern

Sumatra, about 125 miles northwest ofJakarta.
Destruction from the quake and
heavy rain has made it difficult
to contact Lampung. Roads have
been churned up and phone
lines shredded by the force of
the quake.
An electrical blackout plunged
western Lampung into darkness
soon after the tremor began.
Many homes, mosques, government offices and police stations
were demolished, Apik said.
Within Lampung, the most devastation was believed to be in the
district of Liwa. As of Wednesday
evening, only 15 injured people
were evacuated by helicopters to
Kotabumi, about 75 miles north
of Liwa.
The only way to evacuate the victims is using helicopters because
the main road linking Kotabumi
and Liwa was badly damaged,
said officer Haedar Nur of the
command post dealing with the

crisis.

Chinese earthquake
damage is unknown
(AP)
- A
EBEIJING
strong earthquake shook
a
aster-plagued region of
Northwestern
China
early
Wednesday. Officials said they
had no immediate word about
casualties.
The quake measuring 5.8 on
the Richter scale struck Gonghe
county of Qinghai province at
5:09 a.m., the state-run Xinhua
News Agency reported. The
Honk Kong Observatory reported a slightly lower reading, 5.6.
The report said the quake
caused walls to crack in the
county,
about
870
miles
southwest of Beijing, but gave
no other information about
damage.

It was the second major earthquake this year in Gonghe,
which was rocked Jan. 3 by a
temblor measuring 6.3 that
injured five.
In August, a huge dam burst in
Gonghe, leaving 328 people
dead or missing. The county
also was hit by a strong earthquake in 1990 that killed 115
people.
An earthquake of magnitude 6
can cause severe damage in
populated areas.
The Richter scale is a gauge of
the energy released by an earthquake as measured by ground
motion. Every increase of one
number means the ground
motion is 10 times greater.

Rebels to free
ex-governor
4

Opposing sides to meet NATO gun deadline
El SARAJEVO,
BosniaHerzegovina (AP) U.N. commanders announced pledges by Bosnia’s
warring parties Wednesday to
move their heavy guns from
Sarajevo or put them under
U.N. control by NATO’s deadline of midnight Sunday.
NATO threatened last week to
order air attacks on any howitzers, mortars or anti-aircraft
guns not withdrawn from the

city. Members of the alliance
have indicated it would accept
the weapons being put under
strict U.N. control that prevented combatants from retaking
possession.
Gen. Jean Cot, chief of U.N.
peacekeepers
in
former
Yugoslavia, said he received
pledges to meet the deadline
from leaders of both the Bosnian Serbs who have besieged the
city for 22 months and Bosnia’s
Muslim-led government.

"There are guarantees that as of
the 20th of February, weapons
from the Serb side and the
Bosnian side will be under our
control," Cot told reporters at
Sarajevo’s airport.
But there were few outward
signs of compliance. U.N. officials
confirmed
no
new
weapons had been placed
under their control since Sunday, when 36 were reported to
have been surrendered.
U.N. officials said the Serbs
moved some guns away from
Sarajevo but would not give any
figures. Serb troops were estimated to have about 500 heavy
weapons ringing the city. The
government army has far fewer.
Although both sides have generally lived up to a week-old
truce around Sarajevo, military
commanders in Bosnia are
notorious for reneging on

’promises.
This is a tremendous gamble,"

Cot said of the U.N.-NATO
effort to bring peace to the city.
"If it works, we will all be winners. If it fails, we will all be
losers. It is a gamble for peace.
The time has come for the city
to be opened. It must be freed
from fear or death."
Fighting has continued in other
parts of the former Yugoslav
republic, and U.N. officials
hope a successful cease-fire in
Sarajevo will help bring peace
elsewhere.
NATO’s ultimatum was prompted by a mortar shell that killed
68 people in a Sarajevo market
Feb. 5. Serbs have been widely
blamed, but U.N. investigators
said Wednesday it was impossible to determine who fired the
shell.
A worker was killed on a downtown street by a sniper Wednesday, becoming the first civilian
slain in the city since the truce
began Thursday.
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The SPARTAN DAILY
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Daly cellist of paid advertising
end ofiedngs are not approved or
verified by the nenvepaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and xrays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.
DO YOU LOVE BASIS &10MLI51
Nonprofit Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
a week while their mothers attend
counseling sessions in downtown
San Jose. Tue. 10am 3pm., Wed.
9arn Noon, Thur. 5:30pm 8pm.
Call Child Watch at 2886200.
100% PURE ADRENAUNE !III!!
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Ave’s
only skydNing center. Come join us
for a tandem jump arid enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver. startirg with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jurnp
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Ddvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2,
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTOR1A INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Skl, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
’Alumni’ serving "Students"
....Talk to me, I’ll help you.
:DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
. Call me, (Don) 408-247.3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with spot. only!

EINLIALE
MOVING! MUST SELL Wafture,
clothes, chairs, moped, baby
Items, toys. Everything must
go by 2/27/94. Call Ted at
408-297-3232.
MSC $E 4/4O, $m 7.1 24006
modem, carrying case, security
cable. $650.00. Marc 374-1257.

morrow

WIT11 II GAMES: 5110.
lioflach CE550 Ski Boots, size 10:
$60. Call Chas. 406/2678318.

A
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MEXICO CITY (AP) In a possible prelude to
e talks, Indian rebels
agreeci3e7rt4elease today the former governor they took
hostage at the start of their
uprising in southern Mexico.
The Zapatista National Liberation Army said it would release
Absalon Castellanos Dominguez, the former governor of
Chiapas state, in Guadalupe
Tepeyac, a rebel stronghold
about 30 miles north of the
Guatemalan border.
The government announced
the release Monday but rebels
had not confirmed it until
their statement late Tuesday,
carried by the official Notimex
news agency.
"We take this as a gesture of
good will, of good faith," government peace envoy Manuel
Camacho Solis said Monday.
But there was still no word
early today on when and where
talks between the government
and the rebels would be held.
Talks have been delayed by
security and logistical problems. Camacho has said the
date will be announced this
week.
The guerrillas seized Castellanos, a retired army general,
at his ranch on Jan. 2, a day
after the uprising began. They
have been holding him in a
remote pro-guerrilla town in
southern Chiapas.
They accused him of stealing
Indian land and flailing those
who opposed him during his
term from 1982 to 1988.
The rebels apparently chose
Guadalupe Tepeyac for his
release because it is a base of
support. While rebels abandoned most other communities several days after the uprising, they occupied the town for
a month and used it as a staging area for attacks on other
communities.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

WORD PROCESSING EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
HOME- BASED BUSINESS
COUNSELOR/WILLS TRAINER to 1BD: $550 / STUDIO: $525. MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALLI
Science and English papers/
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp. Deposit $250. One week free! PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Home based businesses are
Word Processing. theses our specialty. Laser printPROCESSIONAL
rate.
alarming
or
growing
at
an
waxing,
tweezing
snaving.
Stop
Nice
bldg.
Walk
to
SJSU.
Sams RIPS NEEDED Pd. Training $6./hour. Fremont. 510226-0505.
using chemicals. Let us perma- Cash in on this money making Theses, term papers, group ing Free spell check and storage.
HMS: 997-8200 x335
High comm. ($300..$400./wk.);
nently remove your unwanted hair. opportunity and get your share projects, resumes, letters, etc. APA, Turabian and other formats.
pt/ft; eves/wknd; flex hrs; full Mktg/Adv Promote & represent
benifits; mgmt. opportunities! AT&T on campus for semester. 4 LARGE ROOMS FOR ONE Back - Chest- Lip- Bikini - Chin - of this multi -million dollar All formats. especially APA. Resumes, editing, graphics
Excellent compensation. Call Deb person. Must be clean, quiet, Tummy etc. Students & faculty a year legitimate industry. Experienced, dependable, quick and other services available.
Call 510-792-6550.
sober, mature and financially receive 15% discount. First appt. "No gimmicks". Learn how you return. Transcriptions available. Masterson’s Word Processing,
at 800-592-2121 x137.
secure. Classic apartment! 1/2 price if made before June 30. can earn as much as $50.000, Almaden / Branham area. Call Paul or Virginia 4082510449.
GENERAL OFFICE WORK1
Morning/afternoon shifts avail. HIRING SUMMER MANAGEMENT 551 S. 6th Si, Mike 292-3239. 1994, Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, within the next 3 months. Call Linda (408)264-4504.
2011111PRORISSIONAL Dwilmos.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, HURRY! Please send $5.00.
Computer lit.- Mac. or Windows. NOW! College Pro Painters,
Typing & transcription for All your
HATE TO TYPEI
for an informational packet. to I
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
SERVICES
Call Prostar! 408-745-0655. established in 1971. Outlet
L.J. marketing, P.O. Box 10429 If this got your attention, gnat your- needs including COLOR. Cooing,
1183 Bordeaux Dr. S’vale 94089. Manager positions available
sett a break. Let me do it tor you! binding & FM available. Pick up
San Jose, CA 95157-0325.
LEGAL SERVICES
in Northern California. Average DCPERIENCED EDITOR PAL POUSH
Pick up and delivery - $1.00. & delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Criminal Defense
LOS GATOS BASED REAL ESTATE summer profit $8,000. Call your essay, report, proposal.
Resumes, term papers 8. theses. Timeliness & satisfaction
Driving
Drunk
it
Your
thesis, or letter till shines!
exchange company is expanding 1-800-392-1386 for info.
APA format. $2.00 per double guaranteed. Tutoring available
Theft Charges
success depends upon the quality
and is in need of additional
advertisements
In
Certain
spaced page / 5.00 minimum. in some subjects. Contact Candi
Drug charges
personnel. Senior business CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
these columns may refer
Cash only. Call Julie. 998-8354.
at 14081369-8614.
Personal Injury
and/or MBA students desired for to $2.0004./mo on Cruise Ships 510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERreader
to
specific
the
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
entry level position. Computer or Land-Tour companies. Summer CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
telephone nurnbers or
CALL MARCIA 2669448
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
’ Slip & Fall injuries
skills & real estate experience or & Full-time employment available.
addresses for additional
for Word Processing Services
West San Jose/Cupertino. AFTw..No fee if no recovery.
knowledge helpful. Full or part No exp necessary. For info. call PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
Classified
Information.
projects
Edit
& Format Specialist for
Term
papers
Group
OFFICES
BE/IZADI
LAW
experience
w/B.A.
and
15
years
1-206-6340468
ext.
C6041.
Training
available.
time positions
reariers shouki be reminded
Theses /Projects/Term Papers.
*Thesis Letters Applications
is now accepting students wishing 111 N. Market St. #336. San lose
provided. If interested please call
making these
that,
when
Tumbles MLA
etc.
APA
transcription,
*Tape
Resunes
Tel:
408.971-3661.
All
guitar
or
bass.
at
EARN
GREAT
MONEY1
to
excel
(408) 356-8100.
hrther contacts, they
Grammar. Punct., Phrasing
Nosing/Math/Scence/Engiish.
levels and styles apply: Beginning.
Environmental company
complete
should
require
Tables,
Graphs. & Charts.
&
evenings.
printer.
Days
Laser
in
advanced
and
Intermediate,
expanding in the Bay Area
ACUFACTS, INC.
Will also eat disks.
information before sending
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
seeks motivated indnoduals with jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk. SERVICES FINANCIAL
Security guards/patrol officers
money
for
goods
or
serLaser Printing
600
do
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
good people skills.17/FT.
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
vices. In addition, readers
Resumes/Cover Letters
HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CRY
4082986124.
265 MONEY FOR COLLEGE $S
Training provided.
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8arn-6prn.
Investigate
carefully
Welcome
Students
should
Internotbrui
and
typing;
Wordprocessing
unclaimed!
$135 million
408.262.1442.
5550 Meridian Ave. San Jose.
Ferns offering employment
10 minutes from campus!
All work accepted!! Reports
Scholarship matching
50% DISCOUNT!
(4011) 2865880.
listings
or
coupons
for
APA.
with
Proficient
Theses
guaranteed! FREE Informative
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
discount vacations or
MLA, and Turabian formats: AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
booklet! 24 hour recording!
Enhance your natural beauty!
SHERATON SAN JOSE is now Many positions. Great benefits.
merchant/se.
Quick & Speedy turnaround; Professional Word Processing!
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Call now! Toll Free!
Call 1-800-436-4365 ext. P-3310.
hiring for the following:
5.1, Laser printer. Call me Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
WP
1210.
ext
434-6015
1(800)
Expires
June
1st,
1994.
P/T
Server
Food
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm. Group Projects. Resumes, Letters.
4063743500
HOUSING
Front Desk Clerk- P/T
Scott 510/441.0504. Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
Suzanne
your
for
available
Hair
Today
Gone
Tomorrow
BILLIONS
fiS
ServerP/T
Cocktail
HP Laser II. All formats. specializing
education, all students qualify!
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
2 Bedroom Apartment S750/mo.
Applications accepted:
Word Processor. in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
EXPERIENCED
(BOO)
666-GRAD.
message
Free
building
Campbell,
CA
95008.
Security
type
p.m.
Mon.- Fri. 8:30 a.m. 5:30
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Toepfer became knowledgeable about the Weimar period to
In the 1920s, a dance period give his students an understandincorporating nudity, eroticism ing of dance which would help
and nature worship occurred them pursue their own aspiramaking it a special time in Ger- tions.
The Goethe Institute has sevmany’s history.
A dance craze and body eral events such as films, performania overtook the German cul- mances, panel discussion and an
ture during the decade that fol- exhibit to represent this time
lowed World War I. It is known period.
The exhibit created by Mel
as the Weimar period. Through
the end of March, the Goethe Gordon, a professor at UC
Institute, the German cultural Berkeley, is a reconstruction of
center in San Francisco, is fea- the Weimar period. He uses photographs, costumes and images
turing the Weimar period.
"It was an amazingly produc- from Ausdruckstanz that give the
tive and exhilarating moment in exhibit an unusual interactive
the history of the arts," said Karl design for visitors.
Several films are also being
Toepfer, SJSU Theater Arts professor. "Germany’s ambitions featured like "Ways to Strength
toward the arts were extraordi- and Beauty." This film shows
narily powerful and large. They male and female nudity that was
experimented, took risks and celebrated during this period. It
made bold gestures that are real- captures the body madness that
was such an important aspect to
ly memorable."
German artists and perform- the decade.
"Weimar was a big time in
ers were part of physical culture
schools, modern dance regi- Germany’s history and many
mens, and cabaret productions. important people came out of
These several areas were called this period," said Vera Sparre,
Ausdruckstanz, which means assistant to the director at the
expression dance. The radical institute.
One of these important peoaspects of Ausdruckstanz included new definitions of physical ple was Anita Berber, erotic
beauty and sexual desire, femi- entertainer, fashion model and
nism, pacifism, spiritual quest film actress who was banned
from performing in Germany.
and popular entertainment.
Berber, a bisexual, was known
Nudity was one aspect often
experimented with during the as the most provocative and
dances. It was a sign of freedom innovative naked dancer in
for the dancers and way to create Berlin. She was addicted to
cocaine, alcohol and morphine.
an awareness of the body.
"She represents the outra’The basic motive for dancing
in the nude was to give a new geous and extravagant gestures
definition for the modern body of that period," Toepfer said.
which was free from all kinds of "She was sensationalistic. She did
LESLIE A SAL7s7MANNSPARTAN DAILY
that prevented them what no one else would do."
The "Naked Dancer is part of the 1920’s German dance theme exhibit constraints
The Goethe Institute is featur
from seeing who they really
currently showing at the Goethe Institute in San Francisco.
ing ’The Dance of Depravity
were," Toepfer said.

Family values
for saleReagan style
LOS ANGELES (AP) Reagan family laundry is being
hung out to dry in public again.
Patti Davis, daughter of
Ronald and Nancy Reagan, is
teaching a seminar titled:
"Recosering From Dysfunctional Families.’
Davis has earned a living by
parlaying her troubled home
life into a big bucks enterprise:
She wrote three thinly veiled
semi-autobiographical novels
and the autobiography "The
Way I See It."
Now, for $39 a person, she
conducts seminars for others
who view their early years as
abnormal.
During a session last week,
Miss Davis told 25 people that
her mother beat her and her
father refused to acknowledge
it. She also said that her mother
popped prescription pills and
her father abandoned her emotionally.

Willum the Conqueror Called Top Dog
Conqueror, owned by Ruth
NEW YORK (AP) A Norwich terrier is top dog. having Cooper and Patricia Lussier of
upset last year’s best-in-show in Glenview, Ill., received the covetthe closing session of the 118th ed rosette Tuesday night from
Westminster Kennel Club Dog judge Walter Goodman of
Miami, a director of the AmeriShow.
Chidley
Willum
the can Kennel Club.
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This event concludes the tribute
to the Weimar period.
"Dance has been one of the
last areas of the arts to undergo
re-evaluation in that period of
Germany. just in the last decade
effort has been made to Fet back
to that time," Toepfer said.

PERFORMANCE TUNE-UP
6 Month/6,000 Mile Guarantee!
4 cylinder- $49.95 reg.
6 cylinder- $54.95 reg.
8 cylinder- $59.95 reg.
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"Ain’t I a Woman
An Evening with Sojourner Truth"

february 19
studio theatre
hugh gulls hall 103
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prices: $2 /student $4 /general
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$500.00 Toward
Your Next Summer
Vacation!
SJSU’s College of Applied Sciences
and Arts is giving away eleven $500.00
undergraduate student scholarships - one
for each of the following programs:
Administration of Justice
Aviation
Health Science
Hospitality Management
Human Performance
Journalism & Mass Communicati
Nursing
Nutrition & Food Science
Occupational Therapy
Recreation & Leisure Studies
Technology

In addition to the eleven
scholarships, one Shirley Lewis
Scholarship for $100.00 will be awarded.
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VALIANT and
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1 0/0
discount wan oa
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BASKETBALL
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The Life and Art of Anita
celebrates
Berber,"
which
Berber’s contributions to modern dance. Nina Hagen, a German rock star, will sing and perform Berber’s poetry. Several
dancers will act and dance various moments of Berber’s life.

116 PASEO DE SAN ANTONIO
(4/14 Al. UM CAMAS. WWII MI CM:MAWS)
(408) 286-9633

For more information contact the College
of Applied Sciences and Arts at 924-29010
or see your department’s Student Affairs
Commitee Representative.

Deadline is March 4, 1994
at 5:00 PM:
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Cameraman Taalefoselini checks his composition before shooting the next scene (luring
the filming of ’Life Sentence."

Janet Jackson
Rocks San Jose

Velina Nu

performed last night for
Janea
time at the San Jose Arena to a sold out crowd.
Jackson is scheduled to perform two nights in
Oakland and will perform once more in San Jose
Tuesday. Read the next issue of Etcetera for
details and photos of Janet Jackson live in Sa
lose.
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Unfortunately, a male friend
of hand. Once you’ve gone
legislation
With
of mine recently explained
outside to take your smokrunning smoking break (kinda hard to call that many men take that as
ers out of
a sign that a girl wants to go
this a "breather," huh?"),
almost every public area
to bed with him. I don’t
these days, I feel cornknow if that’s the case or
pelled to defend smoking
not, but it’s pretty likely
and smokers, lest we all
when you think about it.
forget what made smokIn my experience, guys
vr
ing cool in the first place.
seem to think everything
There’s always the
girl does means she
rebelling against your
4’a
wants to go to bed with
parents thing. I realize I
them. The best thing to
should be a bit past that
i
do when such a mi.sunstage by now, but mine
derstanding occurs is to
are the kind of parents
flick the lit cigarette at the
you could spend your
offending male. Or drop
whole life rebelling
it down his pants.
against. Smoking works.
Expressing yourself
Parents are not the
with a smoke, though, is
only people who can be
still not out of the quesrepelled by cigarettes.
tion. Just save these gesSmoking is a great way to
tures until you know
get people to back off
what you’re doing.
and give you some perIn the meantime, don’t
sonal space. This works
pull the amateur smoker
great in a crowd. Even
Photo by Monique Schoenfe1Oetc
moves like throwing cigafellow smokers don’t want
rette butts out the window
to get too close to secondor throwing them next to an
you don’t lose track of time
hand smoke or the burning
ashtray on campus. There
because you can guesstiend of a lit cigarette. Wave
mate the time you’ve spent
are, believe it or not, valid
the cigarette around a little
outside by the amount of
reasons that non-smokers
if this strategy isn’t workcigarettes you’ve smoked. L
hate us.
ing. Some people are dense.
Smoking can help you to
for instance, smoke two cigpace yourself. When stress
arettes in about 15 minutes.
I thought for a long time
starts building at work or
Holly Celeste Fisk
when you feel like choking
that blowing cigarette
your boyfriend or girlfriend, smoke in someone’s face
taking a cigarette break is a
was one of the clearest ways
great way to let off some
to tell them to take a flying
steam before things get out
leap without using words.
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With gangsta rap getting
so much attention, it helps
rap’s reputation for a group to
come out with little controversy and just be rappers with a
positive image. The Fugees Tranzlator Crew is one of
those groups that is drug-free,
doesn’t degrade women and
doesn’t talk about shooting
up the neighborhood on its
debut album, "Blunted on
Reality."
"We don’t carry guns and
we don’t call our black sisters
’bitches.’ That’s why we’re
’alternative,’"
says
Prakazrel
Michel
(known as
Pras) of the
Fugees.
The group
consists of two
Haitian MCs, Pras
and Clef (Wyclef
Jean), and a talented female
rapper/singer in Lauren Hill.
The New York/New Jerseybased trio has a sound that
combines reggae, rock, funk
and hard-hitting East Coast
style rap.
"If! could describe our
music," says Clef, "I’d call it
roots, rap and reggae."
The Fugees use their own
original beats in the album,
but a sample should have
been used in some of their
songs. In "Introduction," the
Fugees might be tuning in to
one of the big new sensations
this year in rap. But the first
couple cuts are disappointing.
In "Freestyle Interlude", the
two Haitian MCs don’t compare to the likes of the Guru,
KRS-One, Busta-Rhymes, or
any other great freestyle rapper. They’re just average.
Out of the first eight tracks,
only "Vocab" is attention-getting. This song has an interesting beat, solely from a guitar with some rapping. Listening to "Vocab" is like sitting
around a campfire while
someone is playing a guitar
and dropping rhymes.
"Boof 13af" is the Fugees’

first single but is not going to
be a song everyone will beg
the DJs to
The first half of the CD
contains nothing worth listening to, but give the Fugees a
chance and listen to the
remainder of the tracks. Hill
carries the group although
she isn’t the featured rapper.
After some cool jazzy
sounds in the interlude track
"Harlem Chit Chat," which
they should have used as a
song, Hill blows up in
"Some Seek Stardom."
This song, which
explores the conflicts
that occur in
African-American
communities, is by
far the top track
on the album.
Hill sings, raps
and scats. Shel
should be showcased if
this group is to become successful. She has a unique style
that will survive in the rap
business.
"Temple" and "How Hard
Is It" also show the group’s
versatility. ’Temple" has a
catchy reggae beat and "How
Hard Is It" has a hard-core
East Coast rap sound.
"Refugees on the Mic" has a
smoothed-out guitar beat that
makes the album a good one,
but not a great one.
The Fugees’ best attributes
are their versatile sound of
reggae, rap, folk and jazz, and
the talent of Hill. The group
needs to have more consistency in their background music.
They went from an average
rap group in the first eight
cuts, to an interestingly different one of creative styles in
the remainder. The two Haitian male rappers should focus
more on Hill before she realizes how talented she would
be as a soloist. She ranks
among Queen Latifah, Yo-Yo,
and MC Lyte. Without her, the
Fugees would die.
Marc

Spears

Dookie. The rather juvenile
term for...uh...shit. It’s been
stepped in, thrown by monkeys
and chosen for the title of
Green Day’s new album. Rest
assured, the moniker far from
applicable and much closer to
ironic.
The East Bay trio stays true
to form with 14 tracks of threechord angst and tales of romantic woe.
Green Day fans will recognize guitarist/singer Billie Joe
and bassist Mike Dimt’s signature vocal harmonies laid over
a frantic mix of pop melody

and punk fury. Add drummer
Tre Cool and the chemistry (no
pot pun intended) between the
members manifests itself in
songs that defy the term
"catchy."
Those who may have caught
the Green ones opening for Bad
Religion received a taste of
what the new album is all
about: girls, apathy, neuroses.
"Longview" shuffles, "When I
Come Around" swings and
"Burnout" speeds through in a
hurry.
Green Day’s brand of earcandy punk rock is infectious
and "Dookie" is destined to

bring them the praise they
deserve. But do they care? No,
quite frankly they think all that
mass popularity is a bunch
of...well...dookie.
Paul Wotel
See Random Prattle on page 7
for more info on Sunday’s show.

FREE DELIVERY!

MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
7:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Order with Cash, Check or your Spartan Cud
(Flex or Gold Points). Call us and well deliver
FRESH, HOT, HAND TOSSED PIZZA
to your Residence Hall, Class Room, or Campus Office.

924-1855
PIZZA FROM THE PUB

$3.00 OFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA
AND 2 FREE SUPER SODAS
GOOD FOR DELIVERY ONLY

-

924-1855
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"When power corrupts, poetry cleanses, for art
establishes the basic human truths which must
serve as the touchstone of our judgment."
-John Fitzgerald Kennedy

Actor/Director Maurice Smith-Ziegler checks the composition of a scene in his new production,
"Life Sentence." Smith-Ziegler has been working on the narrative short film for more than a
year as part of his advanced filmmaking class.

Life Sentence" is the title of SJSU film student Maurice
Smith-Ziegler’s narrative short film that explores poor judgment and individual decision-making through the vehicle of
AIDS. While the story isn’t necessarily about acquired
immune deficiency syndrome, its interaction with the characters is fundamental to the plot.
Smith-Ziegler has been working on the film for more than a
year as part of his advanced filmmaking class at SJSU. The cast
and crew are primarily SJSU students along with other film
enthusiasts who know Smith-Ziegler.
Production cost $6,000 and was financed by SmithZieglerwith help from his parents. He hopes to debut the 15minute piece sometime later this semester, possibly at Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
"It was a lot of fun. It doesn’t seem like work," SmithZiegler says. "It’s like a high. Such a collaborative effort is
pleasing."
The female lead character, Shelly Anderson, is played by
SJSU actress Denee Lewis. After a night of drinking, Shelly
finds herself in a bad situation that turns into a date rape scenario. Her husband, played by Smith-Ziegler, finds out that he
is HIV-positive and the couple must decide whether or not to
contact the man with whom Anderson had sex.
"The film doesn’t try to make any judgments. It’s left open
for the audience to make the judgment evaluations," SmithZiegler says.
Filmed in 16mm, the film uses black and white sections to
show flashbacks at various points in the movie. The rest is
shot in color and features the characters speaking to the audience in a counseling-type format. Scenes were filmed on campus as well as on location in Santa Cruz and Pleasanton.
"I wanted to explore a type of film that has more of a social
responsibility than the commercial studios," Smith-Ziegler
says. "It evaluates humanity in society and hopefully might
make people more aware."
Smith-Ziegler’s influences include French new wave directors Jean Luc Goddard, Francois Truffaut and Robert Altman.
According to Smith-Ziegler, the men were movie critics before
becoming directors, so they learned the theory first, then
explored the humanity.
Taale Rosellini, president and founder of the African Family
Film Foundation, served as the cinematographer for SmithZiegler’s experimental film.
"It’s innovative. It deals with a subject that affects most
adults, especially students," Rosellini says. "Many young filmmakers get caught up in their product and forget about the
audience. Maurice didn’t make that mistake. Technically, he’s
very cutting-edge."
According to Smith-Ziegler, organizing the crew and renting equipment were the most difficult parts of making the
movie. He feels the film department at SJSU is under-financed
and needs more support to acquire and maintain important
equipment.
"I want to stay true to my belief that film has a larger role ir
society than generating dolian; I want to incorporate a bigbudget film that has a social or spiritual purpose,’ SmithZiegler sa
After graduating this spring, Smith-Ziegler plans to move
to Paris and begin the process of breaking into the movie-making industry
Larry Barrett
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Above: Actor/Director
Maurice Smith -Ziegler
practices lines with
Denee Lewis for an
upcoming scene in the
production of "Life Sentence." Smith-Ziegler
hopes to debut the 15minute piece this
semester at Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Left: The sound operator
controls the boom
microphone during a
scene with Maurice
Smith-Ziegler and Denee
Lewis. Part of the production was filmed at
Hugh Gillis Hall sound
studio on campus.
Right: In an emotionally
charged scene, character Matt Anderson
(Smith -Ziegler) confesses to Shelly Anderson
(Lewis) that he has
tested positive for the
HIV Virus. The film
explores poor ludgement
and indiviflual decisiomaking through the yen.cie of the HIV Virus.
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Movie Review

Publicity photo
Preston Waters (Brian Bonsai!, right) goes on
a shopping spree, buys a great house and throws himself
an enormous 12th birthday celebration. Also starring
Karen Duffy (left).

SPRING BREAK SKIING PACKAGE1

Believe

Disney will cash in on its
new movie "Blank Check", a
story about a bike, a boy and a
million dollars. Brian Bonsai],
who played the youngest son
on "Family Ties", stars as Preston Waters, the newest 11 year-old millionaire.
With two older brothers
always picking on him and a
father who doesn’t understand
him, Preston makes a list of
birthday wishes.The first wish
is to get rid of his brothers and
the second is a house of his
own.
When a crook runs over Preston’s bicycle and gives him a
blank check, he sees his opportunity to make his birthday
dreams come true.With help
from a goofy chauffeur and a
beautiful bank teller, Preston
buys all the things a boy could
want.

Everything is great in Preston’s life. He has a house, a
girl and respect from his family.
Until the crook and his pals
come looking for the money. In
a wild chase after the boy, the
men create a magnetic onscreen comedy team. The
crook’s side-kick, Juice, is
played by Tone Loc.
The plot in "Blank Check" is
predictable, but humorous. Disney has recently tried to appeal
to an older crowd, and does so
in this movie. There is some
subtle adult humor and a lot of
slapstick one-liners. The director, Rupert Wainwright, cast
Karen Duffy, (Duff from MTV)
and Tone Loc to attract the
high-school and college-age
movie viewers.
Brian Bonsall shows movie
viewers that his talent is ripening with age. Starting out act-

ing as a baby on "Family Ties",
Bonsall has grown up in front
of the camera. He is following
in the footsteps of Michael J.
Fox, who played his older
brother on the television series.
Fox is known for making comedies that attract a young crowd,
and Bonsall is well on his way.
"Blank Check" isn’t a movie
to go see on a Friday evening,
but it’s entertaining and would
make a great Saturday afternoon matinee. Children will
enjoy the movie because it
appeals to childhood dreams.
All the video games, gadgets
and toys a kid could imagine
who wouldn’t want to be in
Preston’s shoes? It’s the child
inside of us that Walt Disney
and his successors continue to
reach.
Cara Broglia

nights
$218 Salt,eCi
lift tickets fort
Airfat’
2
2

(408)293-3399
Hours:M-F 8:30-5:00
198 Jackson St.
in the heart of Japantown
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Random
’The first day of summer. Flying down the freeway with the
top down. A first kiss at 16.
What do all these have in common? Somewhere in the background there is that song playing in the back of your mind.
That one tune or melody that
encompasses all the emotion,
all the excitement and all the
fear coursing through your
veins.
The songs vary from person
to person but the reactions are
the same. A rush of adrenalin
followed by and indescribable
desire to go completely insane
Stop singing and set down
your air guitar for just a
minute. There is a band whose
music epitomizes these feelings of elation. Each and every
song on their three albums
subscribes to this carefree
ethic. They’re called Green
Day and they are your favorite
band. You just don’t know
it.. yet.
Billie Joe, Mike Dirnt and
Ire Cool (no, I’m not kidding)
are East Bay burnouts playing
three-chord anthems with the
reckless abandon of punk and
the melodic consciousness of
the Beatles.
The trio’s new release,
"Dookie," is proof the 16-yearold in all of us is alive and
well. In fact, that pubescent
inner voice is singing along as
loud as it can.
Green Day now teeters on
the edge of mass appeal with
only casual interest. But as
their fan base spreads at an
alarming rate, Billie Joe is
unfazed.
"I would see it as three different sections: the people who
really like you, the people who
really hate you and the vast
majority who are totally oblivious," the singer/guitarist told
BAM magazine.
As Green Day fans, you and
I can dismiss the "hate" population as nonexistent, a quip
from Billie Joe’s modesty. As
far as the "oblivious" crowd,
we can drag them down to the
Cactus Club on Sunday to let
them in on a little secret: Green
Day is their favorite band, too
Cactus Club, 417 S. First St ,
$8, 8 p.m., 408/986-0866.
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A SOMEWHAT LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

THURC

DAY

LEGACIES LECTURE
Alexander Yamato will lead a
panel discussion, "The View
From Within: Legacies from the
Internment," presented in conunction with the museum
exhibition, "The View From
Within: Japanese American Art
from the Internment Camps,
1942-1945." The discussion will
focus on how the internment of
Japanese Americans during
World War II has affected
today’s society, including its
effects on contemporary works
of art, literature and theater.
San Jose Museum of Art, 110 S.
Market, 6 p.m., 408/294-2787.

appear at A Clean Well-Lighted
Place for Books in Cupertino
Friday. Lee, the only Americanborn member of a Shanghai
family, will present his new
book, "Honor and Duty." A
Clean, Well-Lighted Place for
Books, 21269 Stevens Creek Blvd.,
Cupertino. 408/255-7600

SATUR1]

humorous look at Waco in
"Chainsaw Bob starring in A
Cult Classic." The Towne Theatre, 1433 Alameda, Tickets $7,
408/287-1433.

GRANDE DEALS’.

1 50/)

DAY
6

PIONEER PLAY
"The Fantasticks," an unconventional musical exploring
relationships between parents
and children and the comedy
and beauty of love, is the
longest running musical in the

0
FRu a DAY
MARVELOUS VISIT
X-Men collectors shouldn’t
miss the Fabian Nicieza
autograph-signing session at
Atlantis Fantasyworld.
Nicieza has written the Xmen, X-Force, Cable and other
Marvel Comics. The X-Men has
been made into trading cards
and an animated series andis
the talk of kids of all ages.
Atlantis Fantasyworld, 1020
Cedar St., Santa Cruz, 2 to 6 p.m.,
408/426-0158.

into the true origins of the
unruly underachievers. Other
films cover such subject matter
as running out of toilet paper,
bulimia, a story of what happens when a dog exhibits high
levels of testosterone, and a

6
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$2 OFF ANY IARGE OR XL

GRANDE
PIZZERIA

$1.54640FF ANY I4DIUM

SAN CARLOS AT 4TH

$ 1 OFF ANY -SMALL

292-2840
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GOOD FOR DINE-IN OR TAKE OUT
, EXPIRES 2-28-94 .
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SJSU S

New Bar & Grill!
Full Bar
Electronic Darts
Pool Table

world and will be performed
by the student-run Pioneer
Repertory Theatre in San Jose.
The book and lyrics are by Tom
Jones and the music is by Harvey Schmidt. Pioneer High
School, 1290 Blossom Hill Rd., 8
p.m., Tickets $5 to $8, 408/7234072

SHANGHAI LITERATURE
Gus lee, the widely acclaimed
author of "China Boy," will

"WORK HARD
PLAY HARD"
1620 Almaden Road
(near Alma

Avenue)

289-WORK

FREE TACO

TOILET TRAUMA
The best in tasteless animation
will be presented at The Towne
Theatre in San Jose in the production "Spike &Mike’s Sick
and Twisted Festival of Animation." The festival wouldn’t be
complete without the appearance of Beavis and Butt-head,
who will star in "Peace, Love
and Understanding," a film
that offers uncensored insight

w/ purchase of an entree over $3.95
Come taste our authentic mexican foods.
All of our entrees are under $6.95!

T.J.’s is open till 3am Thurs.-sat.
10am-lOpm Monday- Wednesday

Located between 2nd&3rd
at 71 E. San Fernando St.

298-5030
298-5038 FAX

OWOJ
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Chalk one up for SoFA
Mayerson says, an influx of dif- (inside the Student Union), or I
South First Billiards is the
could go into a bar and pay 50
ferent types of people coming
newest place to meet in downcents," Baba says. "Why pay
to South First Street will make
town San Jose’s SoFa (South of
ten bucks?"
it thrive culturally and "come
First area) district.
The upscale South First Bilalive."
The pool club, with its 32
liards wants SJSU students’
Mayerson and his two partpool tables, is designed to
business.
attract non-pool players as well ners own South Beach Billiards
"We plan on discounting
in San Francisco, which
as pool enthusiasts, publicist
drinks heavily for SJSU stuopened in 1990.
Gary Walker says.
dents," Mayerson says.
Co-owner Rick Mayerson
The two
says music ranging from
private
modem rock to blues
rooms are
and jazz will play
perfect for
throughout the
SJSU clubs
establishment at a
that need to
low enough level that
rent rooms for
patrons won’t have to
parties but
shout at each other to
don’t want to
have conversations.
use the Student
A partial wall sepaUnion, Mayerrates a cafe and bar which
son says, and
seats nearly 100 people
rental rates for
from the rest of the
the rooms will
expansive 13,000-squarebecompetitive
foot billiards area.
compared to San
Besides coffee drinks
Jose hotels.
such as espresso and
Mayerson said
lane, patrons of South
the establishFirst Billiards will be
ment is
able to order from a full
designed to
bar which will feature
allow patrons
various micro-brewery
who are not playbeers. Pete’s Wicked
ess
Ale, Redhook, Spaten,
ing pool to walk
and Devil’s
around and mingle
without getting
Mountain.are
only a few
in the way of
Rick Meyerson, one of the three owners of South First Bilplayers.
brands availliards, says the new 32-table pool hall is targeted to an
The billiards
able for beer
upscale crowd that includes conventioneers, SJSU students,
tables are set
drinkers.
Silicon Valley companies and yuppies.
The club’s
apart, counters
South First Billiards is their sec- are built into the walls for
high wood-beam ceiling looks
ond billiards hall project.
drinks, and cocktail servers will
down on walls of brick, conBartender Jeannie Faulkner,
orbit the pool-table area to keep
crete, and sloping plaster. Maywho has been pouring drinks at patrons from having to go back
erson says the pool club will
exhibit new art from local art
Cinebar on San Fernando Street and forth to the bar.
for eight years, says she doesn’t
To serious pool players, this
galleries weekly.
think South First Billiards will
means they can play pool with"We want to offer a relaxed
alternative to nightclubs," May- take away her pool-playing
out being crowded by noncustomers.
players, a common problem in
erson says, but the atmosphere
"They always say everything smaller clubs and bars.
won’t allow elevator music.
downtown is going to hurt us,
Business Management Junior
"South First Street could use
but nothing ever has," Faulkner Ramjet Betpolice says he thinks
a much more mixed nightlife
says.
population," Mayerson says.
South First Billiards will be a
South First Billiards will
He believes his establishment
successful business.
will attract people from around
"It’ll work," Betpolice says.
charge $10 per hour for a pool
the county who normally
table ($5 during lunch)
"A lot of younger kids who
would not come to downtown
Accounting Junior Robert
can’t go out to bars like to hang
San Jose
out at billiards halls on weekBaba says he won’t give the
In addition to increasing eco- new billiards club his business.
ends."
nomic growth for the area,
"It’s only $3 an hour here
Betpolice says he considered
8 ) February 17,1994
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opening up a billiards hall himself.
"It (billiards) can get a good
price. People pay $7.50 an hour
at places now, why not $10?" he
said.
South First Billiards is hosting a grand opening party Feb.
24 at 10 p.m.
Special appearances are
scheduled for billiards celebrities Joann Mason-Parker and
Billy "The Kid" Aguero, who
will shoot pool with guests.

&milt First Billiards is located at 420 South First St , next
to FIX
Free tickets to the grand
opening party are available to
the public at The Metro Offices;
F/X, Tower Records in Campbell, and by calling 408/3457076.
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CAMERA 3 S 21111 & San Carlo
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SD DEGREES CF
CO’CURINE
SERARATICN
294-3800
CAMERA ONE 366 S First St
EVERY SAT AT MIDNIGHT
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Learn to play the Guitar! THE PIANO
Fifteen years experience:

h

Ikr

TWO BEERS ONLY’ NO PASSES OR MOW CARDS
SPIKE I WES SICX MC EWISTED SST OF 4MMATICN

Familiar with folk, blue,
rock and datum!
1i:swing for the serums nmh
Music reading. MAIN mr.
fundamenials, soup and

FRI-SUN AT THE TOWNS

DOUBLE BILL’

16712/007p7/JJ,E,1-1-/

(MO Dazed and Confused

4-S

All levels
only $15/hr.

MON- TU ES
WED-THURS Doubts UP
Orson Wens
ORLANDO PLUS
THE BALLA3 OF L.TTLE
ITS ALL TRUE
LOS GATOS 41 N Santa Cruz 395-0203
:SUR YU BEST DIRECTOR
ACADEMY MOM NM
SHORT CUTS ENE THE PIANO

Call: Antony 971-0810

INMIUS
CHINESE CUISINE- FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available
OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00pm 294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

50 EVERY THURSDAY

12 OZ. BE E RS!
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ROCK N TACOS
HEAL TH-MEX

5s-

I GET ROCKED!
IM

OPEN UNTIL 3AM I
THU.,FR1. & SAT.
\
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6PM TO MIDNIGHT

1 W. SANTA CLARA ST. I
BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS) I

993-8230 I
EXPIRES 3/11/94
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